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Creation of official
regulations requiring the
focus on gender equality.
This should be certified
by a certificate.

example: example: 

Gender equality

gaming house, where players
train, meet, compare and
study

Sports clubs should design
and develop games and
sports in which
simulations and role
reversal are implemented

certification of the existence of
mixed teams within the sport
club

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaming_house


Promotion of fair play
through famous athletes
who sponsor it

example: example: 

Fair play 

do a workshop and create a
new game/sport

Creation of games in
which players can devise
their own rules of play,
giving space of the
development of mutual
fairness  

video of a well-known sportsman
in the local community

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaming_house


example: example: 

Immigration

playing the sport of the most
present immigrant
community in the local area

Newcomers should share
and introduce their own
games from their culture,
to demonstrate that
differences can be an
added value  

mutual exchange of outdoor
games

Mutual presenting of rules,
in order to find a common
ground and similarities 



example: example: 

Disability

offer to stakeholders a
specific education and train
them 

More sensibilisation and
education of parents and
teachers about this topic

sittingvolley

Games to be played by
kids with disability and
even by the kids eith no
disability



Many sports are still elitist
(Skiing, horseback riding,
tennis): promote
collective use of
expensive equipements

example: example: 

Minors with less
opportunities

equipment use once a week

Add free additional after-
school class to play
games and sports to
show  the importance of
sports and practice it

time-Bank of volunteering
training 



Create a manifesto in
which the sport club
states that it is inclusive
to the lgbtq+ community
and be signed by club
members 

example: example: 

LGBTQ+ community
 

person talking about his
personal experience

Create advertising
campaigns to fight against
homophobia and sexual
discrimination

publication of the commitment
to inclusiveness on their website
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